
The growing sophistication of financial crimes,

compliance regulations, and the rising specter of

geopolitical instabilities underscore the need for

data-driven, efficient, and scalable vendor

vetting. The traditional approach to vendor

vetting is reactive and lacks the agility needed in

today’s fast-paced business environment. As

consumers apply additional pressures and

regulators require improved supply chain

governance, businesses must have a clear view

of the risks introduced by their suppliers.

Quantifind’s precise risk Intelligence automation

delivers state-of-the-art AI to parse through

billions of structured and unstructured public and

licensed data to provide a risk assessment with

the highest degree of accuracy, speed, and scale.

Quantifind analyzes over 90 comprehensive data

sources, including global trade data, beneficial

ownership, adverse media, sanctions list, and

S&P news and insights. Analysts can configure

the platform to only search through data for their

jurisdiction. Risk management teams get results

in milliseconds to quickly vet third-party vendors.

Benefits of Risk Intelligence

Quantifind Offers a Cutting-Edge
Solution.

Strategic Vendor Vetting: A Data-
Driven Approach

Master Your Supply Chain Resilience with
AI-powered Precise Risk Intelligence 

Protect against potential disruptions, and maintain trust
with customers and stakeholders.

Reputation Protection: 

AI-driven risk intelligence enables supply chain companies to proactively identify and address
potential risks associated with third-party vendors. By mitigating risks before they impact operations,
companies safeguard their brand reputation, instilling trust among customers and stakeholders.

Customer Satisfaction: 

AI-powered risk intelligence offers continuous monitoring, providing real-time alerts for potential
disruptions in the supply chain. This ensures uninterrupted service delivery, meeting customer
expectations and maintaining high levels of customer satisfaction, even in the face of unforeseen
challenges.

Risk Mitigation:

Early identification and mitigation of compliance risks. By leveraging Quantifind AI algorithms,
supply chain companies can efficiently identify potenital risks in their vendor network. Early
detection allows for timely mitigation strategies, preventing disruptions and maintaining a semaless
flow of operations in adherence to industry  regulations.



Take Action Today

Solutions That Make a Difference
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Research &

Discovery

Continuous
Monitoring & Alerts

Effectively assess potential supply
chain vulnerabilities. Expose
unknown connections from a
knowledge graph of millions of
individuals and organizations.

Quickly screen vendors and
subcontractors. Get real-time 
risk intelligence to build a risk
assessment that includes precise
confidence scores and risk levels
for a high degree of accuracy.

Continuously monitor third-party
vendors to get early warnings of
emerging risks. Get risk alerts to
instantly understand new data
context for vendors of interest.

By systematically addressing third-party supplier risks, you can strengthen your supply chain resilience,
protect against potential disruptions, and maintain trust with customers and stakeholders. Empower your
supply chain with Quantifind’s AI-powered risk intelligence. Contact us now to schedule a meeting with our
experts.

© 2023, Quantifind’s precise risk intelligence automation empowers organizations to investigate entities, 
and uncover relevant risk signals with supreme accuracy, speed, and scale. Quantifind‘s AI platform, 
Graphyte, streamlines risk management workflows by delivering superior entity resolution, dynamic 
risk typologies, and advanced knowledge graph technology and name science. Join the tier one 
institutions that are benefiting from better results.
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